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Report on Session 

Spotlight – The  Open Mic. 

Collaboration/Sponsorship- IQAC  

Date & Venue- April 18, 2024, Amphitheatre(SLC) 

Judges-  

Prof Kavita Arora ma’am 

Mr. Yogesh sir 

Ms. Shraddha ma’am  

No. Of Participants- 40 (approx) student participants and faculty members of commerce 
department 

COMMBLAZE- The Commerce Association of SLC (University of Delhi) hosted its annual 
event “COMMBUZZ’24” which included  “Spotlight” – The Open Mic.  

Spotlight encountered an unmatchable turnout of extraordinary minds who appreciably 
confronted themselves forward to showcase their talents. The event attracted participants from 
diverse backgrounds, all associated with high talented qualifications in their respective fields. 
The event was anchored and hosted by the team member of Commblaze, Mansi Nandwani, 
who addressed the audience well and helped the participants enthusiastically.  

The event kicked off with a rigorous performances presented by participants that involved 
dance, singing, stand-up comedy, poem recitation and others. There was an exciting chaos 
among audience as well as participants. A diverse array of talent took the stage throughout the 
afternoon, captivating the engaged audience. Soulful musicians performed originals and covers 
on guitar, keyboard and vocals. Poets shared creative works that left the audience in awe. 
Dancers entertained with contemporary, hip-hop and traditional styles. The supportive crowd 
cheered each performer. This open stage event provided a platform for creative expression and 
community connection. The performances were aspiring and inspiring and the icing on the cake 
was the concluding performance by Vikas Sharma , Delhi university PGDAV student who made 
audience go crazy . 

After intense deliberation, the winners of Spotlight were finally revealed: 

First Place: Vikas Sharma 

Second Place:  Yash Shah 

Third Place: Yash 

A special acknowledgement was given to one of the students of Lady Shri Ram College for her 
melodious mouth organ instrumental play. 



The winners were awarded with cash prize, certificates and goodies. All the other participants 
were given E-certificates. 

Spotlight proved to be a platform where talent met wings, and participants exhibited 
exceptional attitude and ingenuity. This contest not only promoted competitive spirit but also 
provided important learning confronts for all participants. 

The hosts delivered the valedictory address, thanking the renowned judges, teachers, 
participants, and the Commblaze student team. With this, the event was a big success.  

 



     

 

 



  

            

 

      

 

 



 

 

 

 


